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Well, Mary McCarthy’s The the diagrams. Yet as social cri- 

Group, has finally appeared in ticism, this coldly pragmatic sec- 
paperback and those of us who tion is brilliantly clever, since 
didn’t want to gamble on the it documents a certain point of 
hard-cover edition have finally view in American society, 
found out what all the fuss was 
about. Despite the rave notices 
the book gives itself, I do not suggests one of the more intri
think that this is “clearly one of guing aspects of technique in this 
the best novels of the decade.” novel. Very often the narrative is 

Of course it is always difficult in the third person, but from the 
to have a sense of perspective point of view of a particular char- 
about a novel that is so close acter. This technique eliminates 
to us in time; but I suspect that the personality of the narrator but 
although the book is an intensely permits unlimited opportunity for 
interesting social document, it irony, since the reader’s im- 
fails as fiction. It may be that my pression is of eavesdropping on 
definition of the novel is old-
fashioned; nevertheless, the book someone other than Mary McCar- 
depends for its momentum, less thy. At its best, this is highly 
on plot than on what can best be effective: 
described as its element of gos
sip.
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But if she could not match 
dear Gus, like a paint sample 
or snippet of material, with 
any of the charted neuroses 
the opposite, she found to her 
dismay, was true of herself. 
She seemed to be suffering 
from all of them. She was 
compulsive, obsessional, 
oral, anal, hysterical, and 
anxious ... A sense of guilt 
transpired from her Sunday- 
night washing ritual, and she 
allayed her anxiety by the 
propitiatory magic of iron
ing and darning. The plants on 
her window sills were the 
children she could not have..
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ElFOR WOMEN ONLY 

Lionel Trilling says some
where or other that art satis
fies by doing what we dare not, 
and at a certain crude and ob
vious level, this statement des
cribes what Mary McCarthy is 
doing in The Group. Because it 
is a book primarily about women, 
and about a certain class of wo
man, The Group tends to appeal 
to a limited audience. As far as 
I can tell, Miss McCarthy finds 
her most vocal admirers among 
that same group of young college- 
educated women about whom she 
writes, and perhaps their admir
ation stems from the fact that her 
characters do what the average This character is Polly Andrews, 
Dalhousie female undergraduate the member of the group who 
does not dare to do (see recent 
sex poll). The Group satisfies 
her curiosity about a variety of
interesting subjects, from losing cessful human being, 
one’s virginity (Chapter 2) to the 
merits of breast-feeding ver-
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comes closest to being a heroine, the wryly ironic portrayal in the of the characters is so import- the upper middle classes ThesP
in the sense that she is the only paragraph quoted above becomes ant to themselves and, presum- supposedly well-educated fe
one who might be termed a sue- disappointingly saccharine. ably, to the author. The women in maks are adrift to a world coni

It is perhaps The kss oi her „« S! T& «ptforVrold f *he -
less and less believable as the characteristic irony which makes ses in point. It is ironical that distinrt nor > J> ,^re Powers, not

sus bottle-feeding one’s baby novel progresses. Polly has Miss McCarthy’s presentation of Kay is given a tasteful funeral exnosu re^fth"31^-! ' h ^ ‘ü lts
(Chapter 10). These “topics” are something for which one suspects Polly fall short. This irony pro- in contrast with her own taste- illusion of tT3^ the
discussed in such a clinical man- the novelist has a sneaking ad- vides the prevailing tone in the less wedding It is ironical too Notps that th Vassar 33 Class
tier that at times it is more like miration; Polly has class. She novel and is one of the strongest that Lakey"^tkpi^otaT figure in Zet 1 es and Mar ^
reading a manual for brides-to- manages to live genteely without elements of unity in the work, the group turns out to be a Les Carthv’s ae„tL 1 M y
be than a novel, particularly in the the curse of materialism, but This is in keeping with the fact bian but apparently make, no social situattnfra/h r^°rd1ln^
episode in which Dottie goes to a when she is described as making that The Group is a social novel, breach of etiquette thereby ability tn V Ü • ratheX than hvr "
birth-control clinic. It all sounds pomander balls and home-made « might eyen be termed a novel The Group presents father fpotUich"

jellies for Christmas presents, of manners, since the behaviour despairing picture of life among reading makesthe bookworth

Unfortunately, Polly becomes
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theater
mike walton

the second involves fulfilling a student actors, 
responsibility to its public. Sem- We asked Major if he intended 
inars and workshops will be con- to continue with the Neptune. He 
tinued for those who want them, replied, ‘Any person who works in 
These proe jets involve a two-way a creative medium depending so 
contribution between the public much on contact with the outside 
and the theatre. The third fun- world can contribute more by 
ction involves a responsibility to going out into it occasionally and 
education.’ Here Major produced coming back with fresh ideas 
a brief which he had been pre- so 11 depends on whether the 
paring for the Halifax Board of Board will ask me back, and on 
Education, stressing the need for whether I’m feeling ‘dry’. But 
students of English to enjoy the in any case I don’t wish to break 
dramas of Shakespeare as well my connection with this theatre’, 
as learn about them in class. 1 was impressed, in the con-* 
He suggests closer cooperation versation, with the fact that 
between the schools and the Nep- Mai°r does a fair amount of 
tune in order to develop dis- scholarly work in preparing his 
crimination and taste for drama plays- For Twelfth Night, for 
amongst high school students. instance, he consulted both Folio 

Major also believes in close and Quarto versions and inves- 
cooperation between his theatre tigated the original staging of the 
and this university. He expressed play* His illuminating comments 
a hope that there would be another on this play showed that he could 
joint seminar next summer, but make a valuable contribution to a 
‘probably not on Shakespeare’, university Shakespeare seminar. 
He noted that attendance at last 
summer’s Shakespeare seminar, Another impressive fact that 
held jointly by the Neptune and emerged from the interview is 
the University, was disappoint- that theatre is damned hard work, 
ing. Leitch is a fine scholar’, he Although Come Blow Your Horn, 
said, • and should have been with an already established script 
heard’. and style, only required three

CROSS - FERTILIZATION weeks of preparation and four 
He expressed enthusiasm over weeks of rehearsal, the other 

the Dalhousie Drama Workshop plays this season presented more 
•Any university has a respon- of a problem. ‘I spent two and 
sibility to make its students a half months in the preparation 
aware of the arts one way or 1 
another, to help the student dis- told us.
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Leon Major
After a conversation which took ‘happy, but not satisfied’ with the 

up most of his valuable afternoon, past season. As far as the com- 
the thing that impressed me most pany is concerned, ‘ on the whole 
about Leon Major, besides his each actor has improved, and 
patience with bumbling student therefore adds a greater contrib- kX 
reporters, was the complete ab- ution to the ensemble ’ He was 
sence of pretentious clap-trap in optimistic about public response ‘ 
anything he said. This is sur- to the Neptune citing an increase 
prising in view of his position as in attendance of about 3,000 for 
Artistic Director - in itself a this year’s summer season, over 
pretentious title - in a repertory the corresponding July to October I 
thKatut unique in English Canada, period last year. He pointed out 
which has actually, miraculously, that the gain is especially signif- 
made box-office headway in this icant since although there were I 
wretched city, of all places. the same number of performan- I

Yet the pretentiousness of his ces this summer, there were I 
title is not at all reflected in actually fewer plays. He felt 
the man. Major has no delusions then, that there was evidence that 
aboat ^ing a cultural messiah ‘the theatre is establishing itself 
to the Maritimes. He seems too as an institution in the 
busy getting things done to spend unity.’ 
much time pondering abstract
ions.
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HARD WORK

comm-

„ . He was emphatic in asserting
He has ideals, but they that the Neptune is working to- 

must answer to such practical wards its... , own policy, and not
criteria as ‘ is it good theatre? modelling itself on the Strat- 
and • is it good box-office? ford or any other theatre, -Our 

Major’s practical nature and initial policy’, he said, -was to 
infectious energy combined with produce primarily new plays and 
Shakespeare, himself a thor- those classics which have 
oughly practical dramatist, to contribution to make to oursoc- 
produce this season what must be iety. But we are limited by the 
one of the definitive versions of amount of 
Twelfth Night. We would

ready for production, so that it’s 
impossible at present to produce 
a play by an inexperienced play
wright.’ We hinted that on the 
other hand, there was

of Twelfth Night alone,’ Major 
Hard labour and long 

cover, investigate and wonder at hours are also part of theatre 
great works. Dalhousie is fort- work. ‘Anybody who calls theatre 
unate in having a professional ‘sissy’ should work here a week,’ 
theatre here, and we are fort- Major suggested, ‘if they could 
unate in having the university, *ast that long. When we are 
as a possible source of talent and building sets, for instance we 
a source of informed, construct- have to get up at eight and put 
ive criticism. University people in as niany as eighteen hours a 
have a passionate belief in argu- day’• 
ment which is good for theatre’. ""
Major said he looks forward -to tines, 
a point where the Neptune can en
gage in a practical exchange with 
the university’. Walk-on parts, 
for instance, could be played by

some

no excusemoney we have to .
cer- spend’ unfortunately there is no ,°,r producing a Broadway play 

tainly endorse the project of guarantee that six new plays will llke Come Blow Your Horn, 
‘raising the cultural level of take in money.’ Major retorted that ‘the Broad-
Halifax’. Major who would scoff WANTED - NEW PLAYS way type of play can’t be ignored, 
at such a phrase, is also show- New plays are apparently • • • a theatre can’t do King 
mg that such a project is not something of a problem. Major Lear every niSht-’ 
beyond the scope of concrete indicated a sheaf of manuscripts THE FUNCTION OF THEATRE 
action. He and the Neptune in his bookcase. ‘We have a whole Though, not a visionary, Major 
Theatre deserve the full support pile of new plays, but we don’t does have a firm idea of where
of the city and the university, have time to work with the play- the theatre belongs in its society,

POSTMORTEM wright; it takes months to work and what it should be doing there.
Major described himself as with an author to get a script ‘Its first function is to entertain,

which can mean many things . . .

There’s a challenge, philis-
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